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Specification

1. Title of Ihyention

Locomotion Control Deilce for Unstable Vehicle
2. Scope ofPatent Claim

il1rni'^;r*l'\^-'*f^^ *f
Of^ "°^We vehicle which comprises at least apoint contact and which is made up of (1) a rotor with a roimd cross section which is provTded

imT^:^"''*^^^
(a) a detection means which detects the tilting angle and / or the tUting angle speed relative to the

(b) a drive means which is connected to the aforementioned rotor and which drives if and
(c) a control vahie determining means which determines the control value of the afor^entioneddrive means which is meant to reduce the aforementioned value detected;

^^^^'"^^"oned

(2) A device which controls the traveling motion which is made up of (1) a spherical bodvwhich IS grounded at one point and (2) a seat which is positioned ol top oftlSId which is

SlsVl\Tr^^^*^^-^--*^
(a) a detection means which detects the tilting angle and/or tiie tilting angle speed relative to tiie

(c) a control v^ue determining means which determines the control value for tiie aforementioneddnve means which is used to reduce tiie aforementioned detection value;

^^o^n^enuoned

twntf1'^ l^? *^ locomotion of an mistable vehicle which is made up of at leasttwo wheels which are disposed at aposition on eitfier side of a position on tiie samTstrJSe
iT^S

ti.e direction in which it proceeds, and which is fixed to the^sSihnked to tins and wluch is provided witii a c«iter of gravity position on top of rotation aSi Kneof said wheel; and which is provided witii:
^ p uwuwuon axis nne

(a) a detection means which detects tiie tilting angle and/or tiie tilting angle speed relative to flie

TT?" •
'"^'^'"^ ^ o'theVwSch ct^eSsteaforementioned rotation axis Ime and tiie center of gravity position-

(b) a dnve means which is fixed to die aforementioned wheel and which drives it; and

dri4 n! Iwl*!''""^^ "If^
'^'^'^ ^^rmncs tiie control value for tiie aforementioneddnve means which is meant to reduce tiie aforementioned detection value;

^1"^ '^jy^f
/"'^'^ Ae locomotion of an unstable vehicle which is made up of (1 ) arotor which has a round cross-section which comprises at least a point contact and (2) a seatwhich ,s positioned on top of tiiis; and is provided wifli a center of gravity position onSp of

tiie rotation axis hue of tiie aforementioned rotor, and which is prodded Jib-
^



(a) a detection means which detects the tilting angle and the tilting angle speed in the
gravitational direction which links tiie aforementioned rotor axis line and the center of eravitv
position;

'

(b) a drive means which is connected to the aforementioned rotor and which drives it;

(c) a setting means which sets beforehand tiie membership functions of a fmzy clmter for the
aforementioned detection value; and
(d) a control value detenninihg means v^ch carries out fuzzy logic from tiie aforementioned
detected value and the membership functions which have been set and determines the control
value for the aforementioned drive means;

(5) The composition ofClaim 4 wherein the aforementioned conttx)! value determining means
compensates for tiie control value obtained by carrying out fuzzy logic using a proportional
constant;

(6) The composition ofQaim 5 wherein the aforementioned proportional constant has non-linear
type characteristics;

(7) The composition ofQaims 1 flirough 6 wherein the aforementioned detection means is
positioned near the aforementioned rotation axis line.

(3) Detailed Description of Invention
(Industrial Field of the Invention)

The present invention relates to a locomotion control device for unstable vehicle and
more specifically to a locomotion conti-ol device which sets in place dynamic means for an
unstable vehicle which can be readily knocked over which has a one-wheel vehicle type structure
and at the same time provides maneuverability so that the vehicle can travel in a stable fashion.

(Description of the PriorArt and Problems Which the Present Invention is Intended to
Resolve)

One-wheel type vducles for use in sports are well known. As is commonly known
tiiese are made up of (1) a single wheel which is provided witii a pedal and (2) a seat which'is
placed on top of tiiis. The user sits in the seat while placing his /her feet on the pedal and travels
forward while keeping his balance witii his dead weight This one-wheel vehicle is intended for
use m sports as well as for games so tiial maneuvermg it is greafly dependent on tiie skill of tiie
person using it tiius making tiie vehicle impractical. In tiiis Specification, tiie vehicle which
turns over easily as it has tins type of unstable position is referred to as "unstable vehicle".
However, this type ofunstabte vehicle can make small turns since tiie area itmakes contact witii
IS smaD and ifmaneuverability is provided using a dynamic means, it will be suitable for
operation in cramped spaces such as caves.

As lesult, it is an object of tiie present invention to provide a locomotion control device
for unstable vehicle which can be adapted for operations in tiie aforementioned cramped space
by providing tfiis unstable vehicle witii a degree of maneuverability.

(Means Used to Resolve Hiese Problems)
The present invention which has attained tiie aforementioned objectives is configured as

follows. It is a device which controls tiie locomotion of an unstable vehicle as indicated in Qaim
1 which IS made up of (1) a rotor having a round cross-section which comprises at least a point



contact and (2) a seat which is disposed on top of this and which is provided with a center ofgravity posiuon on top of the rotation axis ofthe aforementioned rotor; it is also provided ^th
(a) a detection means which detects the tilting angle and/or the tilting angle speed relative to the
gravitational direction which connects the aforementioned rotationLUneSeSer of
gravity position; (b) a drive meahs which is connected to the aforementioned rotor and whichdnves It; and (c) a control value detennining means which determines the control value of flie
aforementioned dnve means and is meant to reduce the aforementioned detected value.

(Operations)

Hie seat of this vehicle is disposed on top of the rotation axis line of the rotor and at fliesame tmie the tdtmg angle and / or tiie tilting angle speed is detected. Since it drives Uie rotor so
tijat tins [tiie tilting angle / tilting speed) can be reduced, for example, the operatormovL Ssbody in tiie desired direction so tiiat the vehicle can tiavel in tiiat direction. In addition since ftecontact point is reduced, tiie area of contact for die vehicle is reduced so thatsm^S^bemade and the vehicle can travel easily in cramped spaces.

(Practical Embodiment of the Invention)

^mow^r"^ t"^ "^T."^^
* P'*''*^'^'^ embodiment of die present invention referring to the

attached figures. Rguie 1 is an explanatory diagram of tiie unstable vehicle in tiie present
invention. As mdicated in die figure, [tiie vehicle] is made up of a single spheric/body 10 and aframe 12 which is disposed on top of tiie spherical body. The spherical body 10 has a

"^"""^^S"
'^"^ of an appropriate material. ITie inside of diesphencal body 10 may be hollow or solid.

i,r»,i»r

P^^e 12 is combined witii an appropriate square timber 14. It has a plane square
braaer shaped structiure as mdicated in Kgnre 3. A post 16 protrudes from tile center to tiiebottom and tiuee sectional schematic reshaped members 1 8 are added on to tiiis. Casters 20 areattached respective^ to tiie bottom of tire large schematic flat base on tire I^shaped member

T

so tiiat fnune 12 is disposed so fliat can move freely while tiiree points are supported on tiie
sphencal body 10. Four pillar^ 22 protii.de frtim tiie comers offrame 12. FoSr rollers 25 which

rthfl^H °i if ^ri'^'r
^^^"^ "^'^P ^'^'"^^ ^'^y 10 as weU as tire support frame 12on tiie ^helical body 10. In otiier words, tiie DC servomotors 26a and 26b are stored inside fliefour pillars 22 on two [parts] 22a and 22b. After output for tiiese has been poweredb^harmomc reduction gear" (product name) or otiier suitable reduction means, die output is sent to

tI^ZoT"^^'
which is positioned on tiie bottom flirough a beh 28 and is further tLsferred to24a and 24b. as mdicated m Figure 4. As can be seen in Figure 4. tiie rollers 24a and 24b are

plate shaped and include tiie two residual [parts] 24c and 24d and tiieir brushing surfaces aredispo^so tiiattheymake contact wiflitiiesurfaceoftiiespherical body 10. Inotiierwonis it
rs configured so tiiat tiie torque of tiie roUer which is driven by tiie torque of tiie motor is

'

tiansferred to tiie spherical body 10. spherical body lOis ttimed so tiiat tiie vehicle is made to
travel as mdicatedm tiie figure. In addition, tiie four rollers 24a. 24b. 24c and 24d form twopaus aad are disposed so tiiat tiiey face each otiier in tiie directions x and y. The piUars 22a and

fr^T^'^T?'^ aforementioned DC servomotors 26a and 26b are provided in tiie
middle of tiie roller and tfie x direction or in tiie middle of ttie roller and tfie y direction



In addiuon, a stem 32 protrudes on the top offrame 12 and a handle 34 is attached to the
front end of this. At the same time, a pillar 35 also protrudes and a sheet 38 used for the driver h
attached to the front end of this. In addition, a box 40 is placed at an appropriate position on the
frame 12 and it accommodates (1) a tilting sensor42 which detects the tilting relative to the z
shaft inside plane surface x—z as well as the lilting speed and likewise detects the inclination
relative to the z shaft inside the plane surface y—z as weU as the tilting speed and (2) a control
umt 44 which inputs the output for that A joystick 46 is connected to the control unit 44.

Figure 5 is a block diagram which indicates the details of control unit 44 and is provided
with a microcomputer 48 as indicated in the figure. Output from the aforementioned tilting
sensor 42 and thejoystick 46 is inputted to microcomputer 48 through the A/D conversion
cmnuts 50a through 50h. The operator of the unstable vehicle indicated in the practical
embodiment bends his body in a certain direction (to be explained further on) so that (a) the
components x,y of the tilting angle of the frame 12 and (b) the components x.y of the tilting
angle speed which are generated when the driver bends his body in a certain direction are
separated and detected and the vehicle travels in that direction depending on the amount of
control and operation which attempts to bring the tilting back to flie original state However tiie
purpose of providing a joystick 46 here is first of all to adjust tiie offset and second, to make it
possible not only to move tiie body of the driver but also to maneuver tiie vehicle by using tiie
joystick. The mput from tiiis joystick 45 and tiie tilting sensor 42 is inputted depending on tiie
x,y direction. In tiie joystick, A indicates tiie instruction tilting angle for direction x, B indicates
tiie instruction tilting angle for direction y, C indicates tiie instruction tilting speed for direction x
andD mdicates tiie instruction speed for direction y. Li tiie sensor detection value E is tiie
detected tilting angle for direction x, F is tiie detected tilting angle for direction x, G is the
detected tilting angle for direction y and H is tiie detected tilting angle for direction y. In otiier
words, tiie vehicle is configured so tiiat commands can be given by generating dummy signals
via the joystick.

o b ^

Microcomputer 48 calculates tiie drive control values (letters I and J) (to be discussed
further on) based on input for tiiese, sends tiiem to tiie servo amps 54a and 54b via tiie D/A
conversion circuit 52a and 52b and drives tiie aforementioned DC servo motors 26a and 26b
Further, altiiough tiiis is not indicated in Figures 1 tiirough 4, tiie amount of motor displacemem
IS detected by tiie rotary encoders 56a and 56b, tiie detected value is sem to tiie counters 58a and
58b and tiie counter value is inputted to microcomputer 48 and tiie amount ofdisplacement (K
and M) and tiie displacement speed (L and N) are fed back, tiius configuring tiie servo group
Further, operating constant setting device 60 used to adjust gain and tilting display device 62
used to check tilting sensor ovitpvtt are connected to microcomputer 48.

Next, we shall explain how tiie conti^ol unit works by referring to tiie figures.

Figure 6 is a flow chart indicating tiie main routine. Hrst. in SI, each of tiie unit parts is
mittalized. TTien, in S2, gains Kl, K2 and K3 which have been set appropriately via tiie
aforementioned operating constant setting device (dipswitch) 60 are read. In S3, timer
mtenruption aiutiiorization is given. In S4, tiie detected tilting angle is displayed in tiie

aforementioned tilting display 62.



Figure 7 is a subroutine flow chart of the timer routine which is activated each 100 s
using the timer interruption already mentioned. First, in SIO, the encoder counter values CNT„
CNTy are read. In S12, the difference between the counter value detected previously, A CNTj,
ACNTy is found. In S14, detected tilting angles Ox, Qy and tilting an^e speeds Gx, Oy [dot over
these two Greek letters], required speed input Vxcom, Vyxom and A/D conversion vahies for
tnting command input 9xcom and, Sycom arc read. In SI 6, the motor torque instruction value is
calculated as follows:

Txcom = Kl (9 xcom -ex)-K2»ex +K3 (Vxcom - ACNTx)

Tycom=Kl (eycom-ey)-K2» By + K3 (Vycom - ACNTy)

Last of all, the command values calculated in S18 are outputted from the D/A conversion
circuits 52a and 52b and the above-mentioned routine is repeated for each of the aforementioned
times.

The practical embodiment of flie present invention is configured as indicated previously
so that it is possible to travel with the vehicle at a speed which is proportional to tiie speed at
which tiie driver tilts his body in the tilting direction so that the driver can drive the vehicle in
any direction including forward and backward or from left to right Since there is one contact
point, tiie driver can make smaU turns and tiie invention is suitable for operating inside caves and
other cramped spaces. Further, in the case of the structure of the practical embodiment of the
invention, tfie line which connects tiie rotation axis lines of tiie facing rollers is disposed so that it
is parallel with tiie contact surface. As a result, turning at a location where tiie vehicle is
positioned, sO-caDed "turning in place", is noLpossible. However, fliis is made possible by
making a configuration using an additional means and breaking tiie parallel relationship between
the line mentioned previously and flie contact area as desired. In otiier words, even tiiough flierc
is contact at one point, grounding is actually made using a certain amount of area. As a result, it
is possible to generate amoment between tiiese. Furtiier, fliis "turning in place" involves tilting
tiie driver's seat to an indicated direction by using tiie skiU of tiie operator so that it can also be
carried out by the driver bending his body in another direction.

Furtiier, tiie practical embodiment of tiie present invention is configured of a spherical
body, however, line contact can also be made by using a round wood material.

Rgure 8 and the following figures are explanatory diagrams indicating tfie second
practical embodiment of tiie present invention. In tiie second practical embodiment, a spherical
body is not used but ratiier tiie unstable vehicle is configured by fixing an attachable seat on top
of tiie vehicle shaft which links the two wheels. Figure 8 is a frontal view of tins and Figure 9 is
a lateral view of the same.



Next, we shall proceed to an explanation of tiie second practical embodiment of the

present invention. The two DC servo motors 70a, 70b (300 w) are disposed on the lower part of

the unstable vehicle in the second practical embodiment of the present invention. The output

from these is transferred to the vehicle shafts 72a and 72b via the harmonic reduction gears (not

shown in Figure 8 or Rgure 9) and the wheels 74a and 74b which are connected to this are

tumed independently. The battery 76 (78 v) is disposed on the top of the DC servomotors 70a

and 70b and at the same time the control unit 78 is disposed on top of this. The large schematic

oval frame 80 is attached to the top of the control unit 78 and the seat 82 is disposed inside this.

The tilting sensor 84 comes close to the rotation axis line between the DC servormotors 70a and

70b and at the same time joystick 86 is disposed at a suitable position on the front of the seat and

the output for these is sent to the control unit 86. The servo amps 88a and 88b are disposed on
the back of the seat 82.

Figure 10 is a block diagram which indicates the details of the control unit. Tilting angle

6 and tilting angle speed a> which are detected by command values vl and v2 and the tilting

sensor 84 which are inputted by the joystick 86 are inputted to the microcomputer 92 via the A/D
conversion circuit 90. Microcomputer 92 calculates the control command values (to be

explained further on) based on the input values for these. The calculated values are converted to

current command value I COM in the D/A conversion circuit 94 and are sent to the DC
servomotors 70a and 70b and the torque powered via the harmonic reduction gears 96a and 96b
drives wheels the 74a and 74b. Further, although this is not indicated in the figures, needless to

say, the amount of motor displacement is detected by the rotary encoder and the counter value of

the output pulse is fed back to the microcomputer 92, thus configuring the servo group.

Next, we shall describe operations for this control device referring to Figure 11. First, in

SlOO, signals are detected which correspond to the speed of the forward motion and backward
motion and to the steering direction which are indicated by the operator. Next, in SI02, the

status of the object to be controlled is detected from tilting angle 9 and tilting angle speed co.

The control value is calculated in S104 and in the steps thereafter. However, when this control

action is smnmarized referring to the block line diagram in Figure 12, fuzzy logic is carried out

in this control step and the control value is calculated. Then, this is compensated for by using

proportional control. In other words, (1) the value found by multiplying an appropriate second

gain kp2 by the difference between (a) operation amount vl (command for forward and backward

motion) of the joystick 86 multiplied by an appropriate gain kpl and (b) detected tilting angle 9
and (2) the value foimd by multiplying an appropriate third gain kp3 by detected tilting angle

speed CO is inputted to the fuzzy logic and (3) the inference value required to maintain the upright

standstill mode and (4) the inference value required for forward and backward motion including

the amount of acceleration and deceleration are determined. Next, the fourth and fifth gains kp4
and kpS are multiplied by the inferred values detemiined and the current command values I

COM RIGHT and I COM LEFT are determined for the wheels on the left and the right Here,

the relationship between the joystick operation amount vl and the amount of

acceleration/deceleration is adjusted using proportional gain kpl Elsewhere, adjustment is made
by using the amount of operation v2 of the second joystick 86 which multiplies the sixth

proportional gain kp6 in which the aforementioned current command values for the turning

commands are set appropriately, the difference in speed is provided to the wheels on the left and



right, thus making them turn. Further, the relationship between joystick operation amount v2
and the turning radius is adjusted using gain kp6.

Returning once again to the flowchart in Hgme 11, we can see that steps S104 through
S108 correspond to the fuzzy logic steps. However, the mput compatibiUty is determined first of
all in S104, the compatibility of the front part and the back part is determined in step S106,
minimax operations are carried out and the fuzzy output is combined in step S108. Next, we
shall explain this point referring to Figure 13 and the figures thereafter. Rgure 13 represents the
fuzzy production rules used in this type of control and is made up of 25 rules as indicated in the
figure. The input variables are made up of two components: (1) tilting angle 9 and (2) tilting

angle speed ei) as indicated previously and output variable is current command value I COM. An
example ofthe rules is as follows. If 9 = PS and fo = ML, then ICOM = NS (if the tilting angle
is small in the positive direction and the tUting angle speed is great in the negative direction, the
current command value is negative and small). There are two types of rules in these 25 rules: (1)
rules which are used to ensure that the control target is not tipped over and (2) those rules which
arc used for locomotion at a speed and a direction which are iiidicated by the operator. Rgure 14
indicates the membership functions for these. When these membership functions are set,
experiments are carried out for a variety of combinations and those with the best results are used.
These results arc by no means uniform such that the membership functions of each of the fuzzy
labels are seen in ZR using the input variables.

Next, we shall explain this fuzzy logic in greater detail by providing a practical example
of it. Whrai tilting angle 9 is -0.5 [degrees) and tilting angle speed a> iis 0.2 [degree/second], the
related fuzzy labels from the rule table are such that the tilting angles 0 are NS and ZR and the
tilting angle speeds G) are ZR and PS. When the vertical line is raised from a position
corresponding to the definition area and the interplay position is found, 9 (NS) = 0.71 and 0 (ZR)
= 0.29 and the tilting angle speed co is as indicated in the figure. When a minimax operation is
carried out for these as indicated at the bottom ofthe same figure, the composite waveforms
indicated in Figure 15 are obtained. When an appropriate technique suchTcrthe method of
elastic center is used (indicated in the figure), the reasoning results of current value I COM =
0.24 [mA] can be found.

Now we shall return once again to the flow chart in Figure 11. Next, compensation is
made by multiplying the non-linear proportional gain by the fiizzy logic value in step SI 10. This
means that one of the characteristic points of this example is that the troublesome search for the
optimum control value by making thorough use of fuzzy logic can be avoided and proportional
confrol is added to the fuzzy logic so that the optimum control value can be found easily.
During the design process, finding the optimum value by adjusting a variety of rules and
membership functions by a simulation which uses experimentation and large-scale computer in
an actual system is time-consuming. However, when this configuration is used, the optimum
control group can be designed more easily. Specifically, the current command value is

compensated for by multiplying the fourth and fifth proportional gains by the fuzzy logic value,
as indicated at the bottom of Figure 16. However, although the optimum point of compromise

'

must be found for the characteristics in which the stability and the trafficability reciprocate even
when a commonly used vehicle is being controlled, when an unstable vehicle is used, the
reciprocity of both of these becomes all the clearer as can be seen at the top of the same figure.



As a result, both of these can by no means be completely satisfied when linear characteristics are
provided as indicated in Figure 17 even when the proportional gain is set Therefore, non-linear
characteristics are provided for the gain and kp4 provides the characteristics as indicated in
Figure 18 and ]q)5 provides the characteristics as indicated in Figure 19 and can be adjusted as is

appropriate.

Next, in step SI 12, compensation is made so that a difference is provided to the number
of rotations of the wheel to the left and the right in accordance with the steering command issued
by the operator In other words, the turning conmiand value is first determined by multiplying
gain kp6 by joystick input v2 as indicated in Figure 12. Last of aU, in step SI 14, an output
command is sent to the servo amps 88a and 88b and a loop is again made to SI 10.

In this practical embodiment, the configuration indicated above was used so that by
operating the joystick (and also by the operator moving his body), the vehicle can be moved
forward or backward in the desired direction and the vehicle can travel easily even in cramped
spaces. Unlike the unstable vehicle indicated in the first practical embodiment of the present
invention, two contact points are involved so that a moment can be observed and a turn can be
made at that very location. However, due to structural reasons, the vehicle cannot be moved to
the left and right.

Again in the second practical embodiment of the present invention, the sensor 84 is

disposed near the shafts 72a and 72b so that even though horizontal acceleration is received, it is
affected by this to a very small extent. In other words, when the tilting sensor receives
horizontal acceleration, the combined vector of the vectors for the horizontal acceleration and the
gravity is sometimes mistaken for the gravitational direction. However, by disposing it in the
rotational center, the amount of horizontal acceleration can be reduced.

Figure 20 and the figures thereafter are flow charts indicating a third practical
embodiment of the present invention. In this third practical embodiment, the point at which the
fuzzy logic input parameters increase are different from those in the second practical

embodiment. Next, we shall focus on the points on which the second and third practical
embodhnents differ. In step S200, after the input value has been detected, the control target

status is detected from the parameter which includes speed deviation V and angle deviation ^ in
step S202. hi steps S204 to S208, fuzzy logic is carried out In step S210, non-linear
compensation is carried out. In step S212, steering compensation is carried out InstepS214,
the output value is detennined last of all. The fuzzy logic itself is not different from that in the
second practical embodiment so that the rule table used in the third practical embodiment can be
substituted for the explanation given in Figure 21 and Figure 22.

In this practical embodiment, the fuzzy logic input parameters are increased so that the
control values can be deteraiined so that they can more readily match the intentions of the
operator of the vehicle.

Figure 23 indicates the fourth practical embodiment of the present invention and is a
variation on the two-wheel structure used in the second and third practical embodiments. In
other words, in the example indicated in the figure, the wheels 100a and 100b are linked by the



frame 102, theDC servo motors 104a and 104b are fixed to the frame so that the wheels can be
dnven. The handlebars 108 are attached to the frame 102 by the stem 106. A box 1 10 is placed
at a suitable position on the frame 102 and a tilting sensor and a control unit (neither of which is
shown in the figure) are accommodated inside this. Further, the switches 1 12a and 112b are
placed on the grip of the handlebars 108. For example, it may be configured so that theDC
servo motor 104a stops and tums to the right by turning SI 12a on. The remaining structure and
operation for it are similar to that in the second practical embodiment so that we are omitting
©q)lanation of these.

Further, the control values were determined for the first practical embodiment indicated
above nsmg a PD control technique while the control values were determined for tiie second and
tiurd practical embodiments using fuzzy control. It should by no means be construed that the
techniques are limited to these so that fuzzy logicmay be used in tiie first practical embodiment
Conversely, tiie PD contirol technique may be used in the second and tiiird embodiments and the
P control technique as weU as the PID conti-ol technique may also be used. Although the
membership functions in flie fuzzy control used in the second and third practical embodiments
are fixed values, theymay be configured so that they can be varied after appropriate study of the
matter.

Although two wheels were used in tiie second, tiiird and fourth practical embodiments it
should by no means be construed tiiat tiie invention is restricted to fliese and tiuee or more
wheds may be disposed so fliat they are parallel to one anoflier.

(Effectiveness of Invention)

The locomotion conttol device for unstable vehicle is a control device as mentioned in
Qaun 1 which comprises at least a point contact and is made up of (a) a rotor having a round
cross-section and which is provided wifli a contact point on a straight line and 0)) a seat which is
disposed on top of tiiis and contiols tiie locomotion of an unstable vehicle which is provided witii
a center of gravity position on top of tiie rotation axis line of tiie aforementioned rotor. It is
provided witii (1) a detection means which detects tiie tilting angle and/or tiie tilting angle speed
relative to tiie gravitational direction of tiie line which connects (i) tiie aforementioned rotation
axis line and (ii) tiie center of gravity position; (2) a drive means which is connected to tiie
aforementioned rotor and drives it; and (3) a control value determining means which determines
tiie dnve control value of tiie aforementioned drive means and which reduces tiie aforementioned
detection value. Thus, tiie vehicle can be made to travel in a certain direction when die operator
tilts tiie vehiclem tiie desired direction. The contact area is small and small ttmis can be made so
tiiat the vehicle can travel unhindered in cramped spaces.

The locomotion contirol device for unstable vehicle as mentioned in Claim2 is a device
which controls flie locomotion of an unstiible vehicle which is made up of (a) a spherical body
which makes contact at one point and (b) a seat which is disposed on top of tins sphericd body
and IS provided witii a center of gravity position on tiie top of tiie center point of tiie spherical
body. It is configured so tiiat it is provided witii (1) a detection means which detects tiie tilting
angle and/or tiie tilting angle speed relative to tiie gravitational direction of tiie line which
connects flie aforementioned center point and tiie center of gravity position; (2) a drive means
which IS fixed to ttie aforementioned seat and at tiie same time drives tiie aforementioned



sphwical body; and / or (3) a control value determining means which detennines the
aforementioned drive means which is used to reduce the aforementioned detected value. The
spherical body is driven in the direption in which the operator incUnes his/her body so that the
vehicle can be made to travel at will in any direction including forward and back as well as to the
left and right Since thwe is one contact point, the vehicle can travel easily even in a cramped
space.

The locomotion control device for unstable vehicle as mentioned in Qaim 3 is a device
which controls the locomotion of an unstable vehicle. It is made up of (a) at least two wheels
which are disposed on either side of a position on the same straight line which is parallel to the
direction in which the vdiicle moves forward and (b) a seat which is fixed to the top ofthe
vehicle shaft which links this. It is provided with a center of gravity position on tiie top ofthe
rotation axis line of tiie aforementioned shaft. It is configured so that it is provided with (1) a
detection means which detects tiie tilting angle and/or tiie tilting angle speed relative to tiie
gravitational direction in a direction which is ortiiogonal to tiie vehicle shaft on a line which
connects tiie aforementioned rotation shaft line and tiie center of gravity line; (2) a detection
means which is fixed to tiie aforementioned wheel and which drives it; and (3) a control value
determining means which detennines flie control value of tiie drive means and which reduces tiie
aforementioned detected value so tiiat tiie vehicle can be made to travel in a certain direction by
tilting tiie vehicle forward or backward in tiie desired direction. Since it only makes contact witti
tiie ground using two wheels, it can make small turns and can be made to travel witiiout
difflculty even in a cramped space.

The locomotion control device for unstable vehicle as mentioned in Claim 4 is a device
which controls tiie locomotion of an unstable vehicle which comprises at least a point contact
and which is made up of (a) a rotor havmg a round cross-section which is provided witii a
contact point on a straight line and (b) a seat which is disposed on top of tiiis and is provided
witii a center of gravity position on tiie top of tiie rotation axis line on tiie aforementioned rotor.
It is configured of (1) a detection means which detects the tilting angle and the tilting angle
speed relative to tiie gravitational direction of tiie line which connects tiie aforementioned
rotation axis line and tiie center of gravity position; (2) a drive means which is connected to tiie
aforementioned rotor and drives it; (3) a membership function setting means which sets
beforehand tiie membership functions in a fiizzy duster for tiie aforementioned detected value;
and (4) a control value determining means which carries out fuzzy logic from (i) tiie

aforementioned detected value and (ii) tiie membership functions already set and determines tiie
contool vahie for tiie aforementioned drive means. As a result, tiie vehicle can be driven in a
certain direction by tilting tiie vehicle in tiie desired direction and at tiie same time, tfie drive
contixil values can be determined tiirough fuzzy reasoning. Thus, tiie control value can be foundm a fashion which is similar to human data processing capabilities and tiie vehicle can be made
to travel by a moving sensation which matches the intentions of tiie operator.

The aforementioned contirol value determining means in tiie locomotion control device
for unstable vehicle as mentioned in Qaim 5 is configured so tiiat tiie control value obtained
tiirough fuzzy logic is compensated for using a proportional constant. As a result, repeated
simulations using actual systems and large-scale computers and long periods of time are not



required to make adjustments during the design process and the optimum control value can be
determined easily.

The locomotion control device for unstable vehicle as mentioned in Qaim 6 is configured
so that the aforementioned proportional constant has non-linear characteristics thus making it

possible to compensate for the control values obtained in fuzzy logic more accurately.

The locomotion control device for unstable vehicle as mentioned in Qaim 7 is configured
so that the aforementioned detection means is disposed close to the aforementioned rotation axis
line thus making it possible to reduce the adverse effect brought about by horizontal acceleration
and to detect the tilting angle and the tilting angle speed more precisely.

4. Brief Explanation of Figures

Figure 1 is a global lateral view of the unstable vehicle in the present invention. Hgure 2
is afrontal view of same. Rgure 3 is an explanatory diagram ofthe arrangonent of the rollers in
the present invention. Figure 4 is an enlarged view of the important parts of the vehicle indicated
in Figure 1 which shows the details of the drive mechanism for the above-mentioned rollers.
Rgure 5 is an e3q)lanatory block diagram which indicates the details of the control unit in Oie
present invention. Figure 6 is a flow chart indicating how this operates. Figure 7 is a subroutine
flow chart which indicates the timer routine. Figure 8 is a frontal view of the unstable vehicle in
the second practical embodiment of the present invention. Figure 9 is a lateral view of same.
Figure 10 is an explanatory block diagram indicating the details of the control unit for same.
Figure 1 1 is a flow chart indicating how the control unit works. Figure 12 is a block line
diagram which shows how this operates. Figure 13 is an explanatory diagram indicating the
fuzzy production rules for the fuzzy logic used while this is operating. Figure 14 is an
explanatory diagram indicating the membership functions for the input variables as well as the
minimax calculations using these. Figure 15 is an explanatory diagram mdicating combinations
of fuzzy output. Rgure 16 is an explanatory diagram indicating the important parts of Figure 12
which indicates compensation for the fiizzy logic values. Figure 17, Figure 1 8 and Figure 19 are
explanatory diagrams indicating the characteristics of tiie compensation proportional constants.
Rgure 20 is a flow chart indicating the third practical embodiment of tiie present invention.
Rgure 21 and Rgure 22 are explanatory diagrams which indicate the fuzzy production rales used
therein. Figure 23 is an explanatory inclined view of the unstable vehicle which is the fourth
practical embodiment ofthe preset inventioiL

10..jjpheiical body; 12, 80 and 102...frame; 14...square timber; 16... post; 18...I^shaped member-
20...caster, 22 (a, b) and 36..piDars; 24 (a, b, c, d)..jollers; 26 (a, b), 70 (a. b) and 104 (a, b) DC
servomotors; 28...belt; 30...driven sprocket; 32, 106...stem; 34, 108..Jiandlebars; 38, 82...seat;
40, 110...box; 42, 84...tilting sensor; 44, 78...control unit; 46, 86...joystick; 48,
92..jnicrocomputer; 50 (a through h), 90....A/D conversion circuit; 60...operation constant
setting device; 62...tilting display device; 52 (a, b), 86...D/A conversion circuit; 54 (a, b), 88 (a,
b)...servo amp; 56 (a, b)...rotary encoder; 58 (a, b)...counter; 72 (a, b)...shaft of vehicle;
76...battery; 96 (a, b)...hannonic reduction gear, 1 12 (a, b)...switch.
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Figure 11

control cycle 2]n5

SlOO input from operator is detected

S102 angle 9 and angle speed co are detected

S104 input compatibility is determined

S106 compatibility for front part is determined
compatibility for back part is determined

S108 combinationof fuzzy outputs

SllO non-linear type compensation

S112 compensation for steering

S114 command for output to servo group
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Figure 14
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Figure 20

control cyde 2iiis

S200 input from operator detected

S202 speed deviation V, angle deviation ^
angle 6, angle speed co detected

S204 input compatibiUtirdetennined

S206 compatibility for front part determined
compatibility for back part determined

S208 combinationof fuzzy outputs

S210 non-linear type compensation

S212 compensation for steering

S214 command for output to servo group

Figure 21
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[Translator's note: the entries on this page—page 1084—are a continuation from the first page of

the original Japanese-language document and have been moved to the first page of the translated

text]
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